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Comments of the referee on the thesis highlights and shortcomings (following the 5 numbered
aspects of your assessment indicated below).
1) Theoretical background: It was a pleasure to read this thesis because it contained all fundamentals we
require from an excellent thesis: rich theoretical background, well designed research question, empirical
study closely following the theoretical superstructure, an extensive literature from renowned authors and a
topic dealing with the up-to-date problem in social sciences. In addition to that Mr Bayramov found a very
interesting analogy between economics and politics based on the Keynesian thought.
2) Contribution: The author´s investigation was highly original and internationally competitive. I would
even suggest that, after some formal revision of this thesis, he should try to publish it in some enlightened
journal. I would suggest e.g. Homo Economicus of M. Holler.
My (critical) comments:
# I am afraid that the crucial term of "animal spirits" interpreted in the thesis as "disinformed/ misinformed
individuals" is a distortion if compared with that what was meant by animal spirits in Keynes or even in
Akerlof and Shiller (2009). Here the subjectivity and idiosyncrasy of the author goes too far. It would be
worthwhile not to mend the terminology and keep to the established standards.
# The definition of "animal spirits" on p. 15 (where inner endogeneity is fundamental for its meaning) is
correct but its later interpretation by the author as a sort of "hyper-reality" exogenously imposed upon
meek insecure individuals is abandoning that definition and moving it to a different causal link. It should be
used with prudence.
# In PM the "market" rigged by the State can be exited (see p. 5): it can be passed to the hands of media,
journalists, bloggers and general public generating "politics" via social media at the grassroots by open
public discourse. I just wonder: is the phenomenon of Trump a part of the abused Keynesian case or an
outcome of the free democratic world?
# There were not only cases of the state interventions (actually manipulations) on the political market in
1950s (see p. 6) but also back throughout the dawn of human history, associated with the politics in
religion, enmity with rivals, geopolitics, etc. Demagogy and intriguers are as old as humanity: Cleon in

Athens, Machiavelli and Goebbels had numerous followers who were experts in producing political goods
out of thin air.
# The rise of such abstract principals as the State or the God called automatically for the artificial demand
of their services generated by their agents. Author correctly claims (p.8) that the theory of constructivism is
a firm part of his conception of the thesis. But the principal-agent theory of governance should be added to
that, too.
# The definition on p. 15 "political goods and services are value, identity, idea and belief-based products"
should be further expanded by pointing to the reasoning about their existence (or cause) and asking
"What", "How", "For Whom", "For What" and "When". I.e. asking fundamental questions of economics.
That will clarify the reasons why societies need NEW values, new identities and ideas and who is to
generate them.
# Claim on p. 16 that State is the monopolist producing and selling the PM is false. As it is with the products
in economics, also the political products can have numerous alternative producers and sellers.
# I appreciate the excursion to the logic and language on p. 18-22 in order to understand the tricky
substance of political communication and the processes generating new political products.
# To p. 29 and the demand-side stimulation that is exercised by the government. This is too simplified: the
economic demand in modern (democratic) societies is much more driven by private marketing and media
then by the government. A similar analogy applies to political demand.
# To the Truman doctrine on p. 34: Maybe you could include also the Monroe doctrine there.
# Once working with the exogenous government interference with the intrinsically endogenous "animal
spirits" of political targets (people) I would recommend to base it on "manipulation" instead of
"misinformation".
3) Methods:
# The thesis of Vugar Bayramov is a highly original and challenging paper that exercises numerous
interesting personal inquiries into the interaction of philosophy, politics, economics, history, power, state,
governance, language, and the independence versus the inaptitude of human decision-making. Although,
as an occasional reader, I could have raised numerous comments on the treatment of the matter, I must
agree that such an inspiring thesis should be given intellectual sanctioning, i.e. a carte blanche for
creativity.
# The key theme of the thesis is that in modern societies, in the US in particular, there could be identified
Political Goods, along with the Economic Goods. Then an analogy could be taken: the demand for power
and political goods and services can be artificially generated by the government so that the state can
expand or intervene in the fields of such political products. Thus "political products" can be considered
Keynesian, i.e. products generated by the government, instead of being produced spontaneously by private
actors. This is a powerful analogy that the author tries to analyse/synthetise by means of philosophical,
political and economic arguments. If an even more general analogy would be taken, then we could claim
that modern politics is to a large extent a part of the virtual world.
# In order to stick to a theoretical economic correctness I would recommend that the "capitally-applied
market (AM)" should be called differently, e.g. as "the market for economic goods and services" and
contrasted with “the market for political goods and services". Both "markets" can be controlled by
spontaneous animal spirits of social agents as well as by governments. Then a more general analogy crops
out: that of market societies and that of centrally manipulated societies. Plus another inference can be
done: that the contemporary US politics and the politics of totalitarian states have something in common
once the state monopoly plays an important role in both. Virtualisation of the political goods then becomes
dominant, escaping the reach of political needs generated by autonomous, independent and well-informed
citizens.

4) Literature: Excellent.
5) Manuscript form:
# It was a serious blow to me to reconcile with the fact that such an excellent thesis could be rife with so
many typos, distorted words and missing words. I am leaving aside that the author, as a non-native English
speaker, did not manage to use the definite and indefinite articles properly and that sometimes the plural
and singular were confused. I explain it that the author was so much seized by writing the thesis (it has 97
pages) to the last moment that, at the end, he had no spare hour for proofing the text by a spellcheck (!).
Normally I would suggest downgrading the thesis by one grade but I would consider it too humiliating is a
case of such an achieving thesis.
# Definitely this thesis must be corrected and re-uploaded to the SIS.
# The paper is packed with various strange acronyms (such as CBW p. 40). It would be practical to limit
them, carefully explain them when first used and offer a table for a review.
Questions recommended to be raised at the defence:
# Please defend the idea that in PM, there is only one monopolistic seller/producer. Compare it also with
the proposition that if people had full information and their value system would be clearly ranked by
unanimously accepted ranking and if all people were rational (= logical) then there would be no problem
with the representative politics and therefore there will be no need for artificially contrived political
products.
# There is a lot of analogy among economics and politics but I am not so certain if there could be drawn an
analogy to the quantitative definition of PM on p. 31 presented as AD=I+C+Gs+Nx. Where Iinterest/investment/intelligence, C-consumption, Nx-political g/s to be exported as a result of the
policy/expansion, Gs-government spending. The weakest of the notions is the “Gs” – it was not explained in
the thesis in a credible way.
# Would you be able to expand your statements about the Gulf and the Iraqi wars to a more generalised
statement claiming that "causes of all wars are fabrications engineered by high political hierarchies and
their agents”?
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The referee should give comments to the following requirements:
1) THEORETICAL BACKGROUND: Can you recognize that the thesis was guided by some theoretical fundamentals
relevant for this thesis topic? Were some important theoretical concepts omitted? Was the theory used in the thesis
consistently incorporated with the topic and hypotheses tested? Has the author demonstrated a genuine
understanding of the theories addressed?
Strong
Average
Weak
20
10
0
points
2) CONTRIBUTION: Evaluate if the author presents original ideas on the topic and aims at demonstrating critical
thinking and ability to draw conclusions based on the knowledge of relevant theory and relevant empirical material. Is
there a distinct value added of the thesis (relative to knowledge of a university-educated person interested in given
topic)? Did the author explain why the observed phenomena occurred? Were the policy implications well founded?
Strong
Average
Weak
20
10
0
points
3) METHODS: Are the hypotheses for this study clearly stated, allowing their further verification and testing? Are the
theoretical explanations, empirical material and analytical tools used in the thesis relevant to the research question
being investigated, and adequate to the aspiration level of the study? Is the thesis topic comprehensively analyzed
and does the thesis not make trivial or irrelevant detours off the main body stated in the thesis proposal? More than 12
points signal an exceptional work, which requires your explanation "why" it is so).
Strong
Average
Weak
20
10
0
points
4) LITERATURE REVIEW: The thesis demonstrates author’s full understanding and command of recent literature.
The author quotes relevant literature in a proper way and disposes with a representative bibliography. (Remarks:
references to Wikipedia, websites and newspaper articles are a sign of poor research. If they dominate you cannot give
more than 8 points. References to books published by prestigious publishers and articles in renowned journals give
much better impression. Any sort of plagiarism disqualifies the thesis from admission to defence.)
Strong
Average
Weak
20
10
0
points
5) MANUSCRIPT FORM: The thesis is clear and well structured. The author uses appropriate language and style,
including academic format for quotations, graphs and tables. The text effectively refers to graphs and tables, is easily
readable and stimulates thinking. The text is free from typos and easy to comprehend.
Strong
Average
Weak
20
10
0
points
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